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Abstract—The University began to move towards open content, particularly in the publication of scientific work faculty and students. The purpose of this research is to evaluating the implementation of open-content in Higher Education Institution (HEI) in Indonesia. The implementation focused on three types of sub domain of websites managed by the University: digital library, electronic journal, and paper repository with 201 Universities listed in webometrics and 4icu ranking edition July 2012 as Sample. The internet based- resource proprietary are still very low, compare with the number of universities in Indonesia. Although there was no difference between the State and private universities, but in general most of the state universities already have three facilities. There is digital divide between universities in Java and outside Java. Open Content Policy as one of the implications of government policy affects to the Webometrics ranking, both at the institutional and paper repository ranking. Higher Education that have a lot of internet based resource have higher webometrics rank
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I. Introduction

Internet improvement in the 21st century has a great impact on human life. Not only affects personal life, but also the social life is affected. In government aspect, Internet gives effect in regulations issued by the government. Nowadays, Governments across the world are increasing the openness and transparency of their services, a move not only in government sector but also taking place in the education sector [1]. Hundreds of educational institutions have joined international consortia and alliances to develop and share open educational technologies, resources, and repositories, creating new models of collaboration for the production and distribution of educational resources [2]. Much of the educational materials available on the Web replicate the epistemological hegemony of higher education and the relationship between “developed” and “developing” Countries [3]. Indonesia as one of the developing countries is the country that begins utilized Internet technology in implementing OER.

Open access-articles compared to non-open content articles remained twice as likely to be cited [4]. This condition should be utilized by the university to encourage the scientific articles of lecturers and students to be widely cited or used as a reference. This idea could be reached by implementing the policy of open content on scholarly publications through college sites, for example through the digital library, e-journal, or paper repository.

The University began to move towards open content, particularly in the publication of scientific work faculty and students. The initiative is now often known as the Open Content Initiative or as the Open Educational Resources (OER) Initiative [5].

The purpose of this research is to evaluating the implementation of open-content in Education Higher Institution (HEI) in Indonesia. The implementation focused on three types of sub domain of websites managed by the University: digital library, electronic journal, and paper repository. Analysis on the inventory of the three types of sites at universities in Indonesia that listed in the University ranking which methodology based on the open-content policy.

II. Theoretical Background

The recommended definition of Open Educational Resources is the open provision of educational resources, enabled by information and communication technologies, for consultation, use and adaptation by a community of users for non-commercial purposes [6]. OER philosophy identifies educational materials as common and public goods from which all should be able to benefit. Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits
their free use or re-purposing by others [5]. The Logic Model of Open Educational Resources could be found in fig 1.

Turning to the institution, one of the potential benefits of OER was seen to be a change in the way in which education is provided [7]. Many more resources span or are found outside the boundary, and these resources both influence and are influenced by learners in the system’s environment, as well as registered students within the boundary [8]. Resources in distance teaching university could be seen in the fig 2.

III. Methodology

The research about OAR implementation focused on bibliography information systems or scientific papers published by the University’s website. Objects observed include three types of open content electronic publication that are the e-library, repository paper, and e-journal on the University’s website. Definition of electronic publication is description of, and links to the document with the title and author mentioned above [16]. Electronic publishing has been broadly defined as non-print material that is produced digitally [17]. Electronic publishing may be described as the use of electronic means of communication to make information available to the public [18].

This research only observe 3 kinds of website which are cover (1) the website is integrated with university website (2) the website address is a sub domain of the university website. Example: library.gunadarma.ac.id. Numbers of sample is 201 institutions/universities. The Institutions are listed in webometrics and 4ICU ranking (July 2012).

This research consists of independent and dependent variables. The independent variable is web-based resources, which are E-Library, paper repository and E-Journal. Score for each indicator are 0 and 1. 0 means the institution does not have the independent variable and 1 if it has independent variable. The dependent variable is Institution world ranked from www.webometrics.info taken from July 2012 edition. Cross Tabulation analysis with Chi-Square is used to determine the resource gap between public institution and private institution, and Gap between Institution in Java and Outside Java Island. The last part of the paper will discuss the institution ranking based on ownership of three website in order to see the implementation of open content policy in higher institution in Indonesia.

IV. Result And Discussion

A. Open Content Policy in Indonesian Higher Education

In Information era, the legibility of scientific work could be improved by uploading it to Internet. Some media that can be used to place the scientific work to internet are University
website, Online Journal, paper repository, or even personal website/blog. Online scientific paper could be read, rated, searched by public on the internet. Openness scientific work in Indonesia become one of the issues raised in Circular higher Education no. 2050/E/T/2011 dated 30th December 2011 regarding the policy of uploaded scientific papers or journals. This policy is intended to prevent plagiarism, especially among academics and students. Plagiarism is the act of intentionally or unintentionally in obtaining or attempting to obtain a grade for scientific work, quoting part or all of the work and/or scientific work of others that are recognized as their own scientific work, without mentioning the source appropriately and adequately.

Online media that observed in this research are three types of sites ranging widely used e-library, paper repository, and e-journal. Observation result of paper repository and e-journal shows that there is confusion or ambiguity about the content of three types of website in education areas. A digital library is simply an on-line system providing access to a wide variety of contents and services. The Institutional Repository as digital collection that capture and preserve the intellectual output of single or multi-university community. The term “electronic journal” is almost as ambiguous as the term “electronic publishing” [21].

The differences among those three website seem to overlap. There is a website called the E-Journal, but after more detail observations, the website is more appropriately called institutional repository. There are some institutions that call their own site as “e-journal” but the actual content is paper repository. This work uses name “true e-journal” for a website which consist of electronic version of scientific journal that is managed and published by the Institution. This work gets 45 websites from 45 institutions in Indonesia that meet the requirement.

Higher institutions in Indonesia begin to join open content system by using various platforms, such as OJS (Open Journal system), DSpace, E-Print, etc. The most widely used platform is e-print, there are 29 website use E-Print as their platform, followed by OJS and DSpace for each 10 and 7 websites. The rest use a variety of other platforms such as DOAJ, Slims, OPAC, and their own development system. Open content policy also increase the files numbers that is indexed by search engine.

This work found an interesting phenomenon, most of universities with high ranked in webometrics uploaded their paper or scientific work of the academics and students to one of three observed website. It also the impact of government policies that obligates students to upload their papers to the internet and as well as the policies for the professors scientific publication that should be tracked electronically over internet. The policies of open content will eventually improve the ranking of university “openness” in webometrics ranked.

B. Digital Divide

There are 131 Institutions which have one of those three websites or 65.17% of total samples. 63(31.34%) institutions with only library website, 51 (25.37%) institutions only have paper repository and 56 (27.86%) institutions that only has e-journal website. The website ownership composition can be seen in the fig. 3.

In this research, there is no difference between public institutions and private institutions. This work classify the university by the location, in java and outside java island. The result shows significant differences between universities in Java and universities outside java when we use E-Library as comparison point, it can be seen in crosstab table and Chi-square in table 1 and 2 below.

![Figure 3. Website Ownership Composition](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>Outside Java</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>e-Library None</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within e-Library</td>
<td>68.1%</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within Location</td>
<td>64.4%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have Count</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within e-Library</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within Location</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Count</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within e-Library</td>
<td>72.6%</td>
<td>27.4%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% within Location</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHI-SQUARE E-LIBRARY COMPARISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Chi-Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity Correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher's Exact Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of Valid Cases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results above indicate that there is a digital divide between Java and outside Java Island. Higher institution that has E-Library concentrated in Java. The government should comprehend that digital divide is not just about the inequality between those who have access and those who do not, and therefore, providing access is not the only policy needed to close the digital divide [22]. One of the alternative solutions is together developing electronic library with resource sharing from each university. In that idea, there are server facilities that will be used together among the universities. It will help the institution with human resources problem. Digital divide is not proven to the ownership or E-Journal and paper repository.

C. Effects on University Ranking and Total Document

After some observations, can be concluded that institution with E-Content, E-Journal, E-Library and paper repository have higher ranked in webometrics than the institution that does not have it. The comparison can be seen in figure below.

![Comparison of E-Content, E-Journal, E-Library and Paper Repository Ownership](image)

Figure 4. Comparison of E-Content, E-Journal, E-Library and Paper Repository Ownership

Figure 4 above shows the ownership of paper repository has a considerable influence of the webometrics ranking. Meanwhile, electronic journal ownership did not show significant differences. Especially in repository, numbers of universities that entered the webometrics ranked is 28 universities in July 2012. There are 4 Universities in Indonesia also included in the world top 100. Two assessment parameters have high point are file rich and scholar. Those parameters proof that open content policies in Higher education in Indonesia has been implemented successfully.

v. Conclusion

Higher Education in Indonesia began to implement Open Content Policy in various learning resources and internet-based research. Three types of sites ranging widely used e-library, paper repository, and e-journal. The internet based-resource proprietary are still very low, compare with the number of universities in Indonesia (more than 3000 universities). Although there was no difference between the State and private universities, but in general most of the state universities already have three facilities. There is digital divide between universities in java and outside Java.

Open Content Policy as one of the implications of government policy affects to the Webometrics ranking, both at the institutional and paper repository ranking. Higher Education that have a lot of internet based resource have higher webometrics rank. Types of Internet-based resources that give the biggest impact is a paper repository, it also the biggest contributor of the number of indexed documents in the search engines.

There are some things need to be enhance, one of them is overlapping terms or naming the domain address of the three types of internet-based resources that inappropriate with the definition. In the future, these three websites should be focused on academics and students the research belongs to the respective universities. Other risks that should be anticipated in paper repository is the duplication of the content or scientific work that have Infringement of intellectual property rights.
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